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**Bloom’s Cognitive Processes as a Framework for Technology Integration**

Elizabeth Romero, Western Kentucky University, (KY), Marge Maxwell

Table 28
TEACHER EDUCATORS/HIGHER ED FACULTY; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+C

**Social Networking: “Like” It in the Classroom**

Katie Minor, Nadaburg Unified School District, (AZ)

Table 29
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+C; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA, CCSS-MATH

**Take Your Students around the Word with Google Lit Trips**

Kim Jurczak, United Data Technologies, (FL)

Table 30
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+A, NETS+C; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA

**ReKindle Love for Reading**

Beverly Tindal, West Orange High School, (NJ), Nancy Mullin

Table 31
Contains commercial content.
LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALISTS; 6-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+A; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA

**Ideas to Implement Mobile Phones in the English Class**

Maria do Carmo Ferreira Xavier, Cultura Inglesa S.A., (FL)

Table 32
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+T

**BardBytes: Shakespeare in the 21st Century**

Aditi Rao, Kaplan, Inc, (MD)

Table 33
TEACHERS; 6-12; NETS+S, NETS+T; CCSS-ELA

**Creative Writing, Problem-Based Learning, and the Technology-Enhanced English Classroom**

Anastasia Trekles, Purdue University Calumet, (IN)

Table 34
TEACHERS; 6-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+G; CCSS-ELA

**Podcast Power: Student Created Podcasts from the Canyons School District**

Kathryn Blunt, Canyons School District, (UT), Camille Cole

Table 35
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+G; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA

**Website-O-Matic: Create a New Class or School Website in Minutes!**

Tiarsh Blanchet, John Ehret High School, (LA)

Table 36
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+A, NETS+C

**Cloud Learning: Google Apps and Chromebooks in Elementary and Secondary Classrooms**

Jane Smith, Ottawa Carleton District School Board, (Canada), Richard Ogrodn

Table 37
Contains commercial content. Recommended by SIGTC.
TEACHERS; 6-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+A, NETS+C

**Using Your Noodle and Google: Digital Age Research Skills**

Catherine Davis, Village School, (CA), Jayme Johnson

Table 38
TEACHERS; 6-12; NETS+S, NETS+T; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA

**Cooking Up Literacy: Successful Technology Recipes to Increase Literacy**

Jamie Gobble, Rowan-Salisbury Schools, (NC), Robin Luther

Table 39
Contains commercial content.
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+T; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA

**Information Fluency: Getting Students to Evaluate What They Find**

Carl Heine, Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy, (IL), Dennis O’Connor

Table 40
LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALISTS; 6-12; NETS+S, NETS+T NETS+C; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA

**Extending Our Reach: Videoconferencing Programs at the Philadelphia Museum of Art**

Lynda O’Leary, The Philadelphia Museum of Art, (PA)

Table 41
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+T; CCSS-LIT, CCSS-ELA, CCSS-MATH

**Digital Cameras in Your Classroom: Magic Made Easy**

Ty Richardson, Atlanta Public Schools, (GA), Christian Penny, Bob Williams, Gordon Worley

Table 42
TEACHERS; PK-12; NETS+S, NETS+T, NETS+A

---

**MONDAY, 8 AM-4 PM**

**Playgrounds**

All playgrounds take place in the Sails Pavilion. For descriptions, see p. 34.

**Digital Age Media Center**

Recommended by SIGMS

**Games and Simulations Arcade**

Recommended by SIGGS

**Virtual Environments Playground**

Recommended by SIGVE